Abstract. The b -Whittaker functions are eigenfunctions of the modular q -deformed gl n open Toda system introduced by Kharchev, Lebedev, and Semenov-Tian-Shansky. Using the quantum inverse scattering method, the latter authors obtained a Mellin-Barnes integral representation for these eigenfunctions. In this paper, we develop the analytic theory of the b -Whittaker functions from the perspective of quantum cluster algebras. We obtain a formula for the modular open Toda system's Baxter operator as a sequence of quantum cluster transformations, and thereby derive a new modular b -analog of Givental's integral formula for the undeformed Whittaker function. We also show that the b -Whittaker functions are eigenfunctions of the Dehn twist operator from quantum higher Teichmüller theory, and obtain b -analogs of various integral identities satisfied by the undeformed Whittaker functions, including the continuous Cauchy-Littlewood identity of Stade and Corwin-O'ConnellSeppäläinen-Zygouras. Using these results, we prove the unitarity of the b -Whittaker transform, thereby completing the analytic part of the proof of the conjecture of Frenkel and Ip on tensor products of positive representations of Uq(sln), as well as the modular functor conjecture of Fock and Goncharov. We conclude by explaining how the theory of b -Whittaker functions can be used to derive certain hyperbolic hypergeometric integral evaluations found by Rains.
Introduction
The following application of representation theory to quantum integrability was discovered in the 1970's by Kostant [Kos79] . Let G be a simply-connected semisimple complex Lie group with positive and negative maximal unipotent subgroups N ± and a maximal torus H. If we fix two holomorphic non-degenerate characters χ ± : N ± → C, a Whittaker function with characters χ ± is a holomorphic function ψ on the big cell G 0 = N − HN + satisfying ψ(n − an + ) = χ − (n − )ψ(a)χ(n + ), for all n ± ∈ N ± and a ∈ H. Kostant observed that the restriction of the Laplacian of G to the space of Whittaker functions is the Hamiltonian of the quantum Toda system, with the higher integrals of motion being delivered by the higher Casimirs of G. Thus, the representation theory of semisimple Lie groups controls the spectral theory of the quantum Toda system, the latter subject having been given definitive treatment by Semenov-Tian-Shansky in [Sem94] .
Kostant's construction has been independently generalized by Etingof in [Eti99] and by Sevostyanov in [Sev99] to the case where the group G is replaced by its corresponding quantized enveloping algebra U q (g). The quantum integrable system constructed in this fashion is known as the q-deformed open Toda chain. The present paper continues the study of the analytic theory of the q-deformed gl n Toda chain that was initiated by Kharchev, Lebedev and Semenov-Tian-Shanksy in [KLS02] . One notable feature of this theory is its modular duality: if q = e πib 2 with b ∈ R >0 , the eigenfunctions constructed in [KLS02] , which we shall refer to here as the b -Whittaker functions, are invariant under the exchange of b and b −1 . Based on this observation, it was suggested in [KLS02] that the b -Whittaker functions should find their representation-theoretic meaning in terms of the modular double of the split real quantum group U q (g, R) introduced by Faddeev [Fad99] for g = sl 2 , and later in higher rank by Frenkel and Ip, see [FI13, Ip12a, Ip15] .
Recently, we have shown in [SS17] that the b -Whittaker functions do indeed play a crucial role in the representation theory of U q (sl n , R), and in fact govern the decomposition of a tensor product P λ ⊗ P µ of two of its positive representations into (a direct integral of) irreducibles. The key observation from [SS17] is that the operators realizing the diagonal action of the fundamental Casimirs of U q (sl n , R) on P λ ⊗ P µ can be identified with the q-deformed gl n open Toda Hamiltonians. As a consequence, the proof of the conjecture made by Frenkel and Ip in [FI13] that the category of positive representations of U q (sl n , R) is closed under tensor product is reduced to proving the following theorem, which is the main result of the present paper. (1) The b -Whittaker transform W, defined on the space of rapidly decaying test functions by the formula
λ (x)dx, extends to a unitary equivalence
where the target is the Hilbert space of symmetric functions in λ that are squareintegrable with respect to the Sklyanin measure m(λ) defined by formula (2.8).
(2) The b -Whittaker transform W intertwines the action of the gl n q-deformed open Toda Hamiltonian H (n) k on the Fock-Goncharov Schwartz space S(R n ) with the operator of multiplication by the k-th elementary symmetric function e k (λ) in variables e 2πbλ j , where j = 1, . . . , n. Theorem 1.1 is also related to an important problem in quantum higher Teichmüller theory, see [FG06, FG09] . Recall that the results of [SS17] were obtained using a construction of the positive representations of U q (sl n , R) from representations of quantum cluster algebras associated to moduli spaces of framed P GL n -local systems on a marked surface. In this context, we showed that the q-deformed quantum Toda Hamiltonians correspond to the operators quantizing the (elementary symmetric functions of the) eigenvalues of a local system's monodromy around a simple closed curve. As such, Theorem 1.1 presents the key analytic ingredient in proving the modular functor conjecture of Fock and Goncharov, see [FG09] , which describes how the mapping class group representations obtained from quantum higher Teichmüller theory behave under cutting and gluing of surfaces. Thus, completing the proof of the conjecture of Frenkel and Ip on tensor product decomposition on the one hand, and the modular functor conjecture on the other, serves as our primary motivation for the present work.
Our approach to proving Theorem 1.1 and to developing the theory of the q-deformed Toda system is based on the structure of the latter as a cluster integrable system. At the semi-classical (i.e. Poisson-geometric) level, this cluster structure has been investigated by various authors, see for example [HKKR00, GK11, GSV13, FM16] . In this work, we show that it also plays a crucial role in the analysis of the quantum system. More specifically, we explain in Section 6 that the Baxter Q-operator of the q-deformed gl n open Toda system, which serves as a generating object for the Toda Hamiltonians, can be expressed as a sequence of quantum cluster mutations. Based on our cluster description of the Baxter operator, we obtain in Proposition 7.3 a new formula for the b -Whittaker functions that can be regarded as a modular b -deformation of Givental's formula [Giv97] for the undeformed gl n -Whittaker functions. The advantage of the cluster formalism is that the essential properties of the Baxter operator and the b -Whittaker functions are formal consequences of the fundamental pentagon identity satisfied by the modular quantum dilogarithm, and can thus be proved in the spirit of Volkov's "noncommutative hypergeometry", see [Vol05] .
Using similar techniques, we show in Proposition 8.11 that the b -Whittaker functions are eigenfunctions of Dehn twist operator from quantum higher Teichmüller theory, which serves as one of the main steps in the proof of the modular functor conjecture. Proposition 8.11 can be regarded as a generalization of the result of Kashaev [Kas01] in the gl 2 case.
From our Givental-type formula in Proposition 7.3 for the b -Whittaker functions, we also derive in Propositions 9.5 and 9.6 modular b -analogs of several integral identities for the undeformed Whittaker functions that were proven by Stade in [Sta01, Sta02] as part of his work on the Rankin-Selberg method. The identity in Proposition 9.6 can also be considered as a modular b -analog of the "Cauchy-Littlewood" identity for undeformed Whittaker functions derived by Corwin, O'Connell, Seppäläinen and Zygouras in [COSZ14] .
With these results in hand, we are able to obtain in Section 10 the two key ingredients in the proof of Theorem 1.1: the completeness relation W * W = Id as well as the orthogonality relation WW * = Id. These relations are proved in Sections 10.1 and 10.2 respectively. We conclude the article by presenting an application of our results to derive certain hypergeometric integral identities due to Gustafson [Gus94] and Rains [Rai09, Rai10] , based on the properties of the b -Whittaker functions.
Non-compact quantum dilogarithms
In this section, we fix our conventions regarding the non-compact quantum dilogarithm function and recall some of its important properties. We also recall its close cousin, the so-called c-function, which often allows to make cumbersome formulas involving the noncompact quantum dilogarithm slightly more compact. For the rest of the paper we set
2.1. The non-compact quantum dilogarithm.
Definition 2.1. Let C be the contour going along the real line from −∞ to +∞, surpassing the origin in a small semi-circle from above. The non-compact quantum dilogarithm function ϕ b (z) is defined in the strip |ℑ(z)| < |ℑ(c b )| by the following formula [Kas01] :
The non-compact quantum dilogarithm can be analytically continued to the entire complex plane as a meromorphic function with an essential singularity at infinity. The resulting function ϕ b (z) enjoys the following properties [Kas01] : poles and zeros:
behavior around poles and zeros:
asymptotic behavior:
symmetry:
inversion formula:
functional equations:
unitarity:
pentagon identity: Given any pair of self-adjoint operators p and x satisfying [p, x] = 1 2πi we have
In what follows we will drop the subscript b from the notation for the quantum dilogarithm, and simply write ϕ(z). The functional equations (2.1) yield the following simple lemma that we will use frequently in the sequel. 
Integral identites for ϕ(z).
The quantum dilogarithm function ϕ(z) satisfies many important integral identities. Before describing some of them, let us fix a useful convention.
Notation 2.4. Throughout the paper, we will often consider contour integrals of the form
where f (t) is some entire function. Unless otherwise specified, the contour C in such an integral is always chosen to be passing below the poles of ϕ(t − a j ) for all j, above the poles of ϕ(t − b k ) −1 for all k, and escaping to infinity in such a way that the integrand is rapidly decaying.
The Fourier transform of the quantum dilogarithm can be calculated explicitly by the following integrals:
Note that in accordance with Notation 2.4, the integration contours in (2.3) and (2.4) can be taken to be R + i0 and R − i0 respectively. From this point onwards, we write R ± i0 instead of R ± iε with a sufficiently small positive number ε. It was shown in [FKV01] that the pentagon identity (2.2) is equivalent to either of the following integral analogs of Ramanujan's 1 ψ 1 summation formula:
In what follows we also make use of certain distributional identities that arise as singular limits of the above integrals.
Lemma 2.5. For any test function f analytic in the strip of width b above the real axis, we have
Proof. We shall only give a proof of the second formula here, the proof of the first one is completely analogous. Shifting the integration variable z → z + s and consecutively changing its sign we see that the left hand side of the second identity becomes
Using the symmetry between a and w in the formula (2.5), we turn the above expression into
We then apply functional identity (2.1) to write
Now, the result follows from Fourier inversion formula.
2.3. The c-function. It will prove useful to introduce a relative of the quantum dilogarithm, the c-function, which was considered in [KLS02] as a q-analogue of the Harish-Chandra function that controls the coordinate asymptotics of the undeformed Whittaker functions. The c-function is defined in the strip 0 < ℑ(z) < 2ℑ(c b ) by the formula
Here PV R stands for the principal value of the singular integral: the integrand has a pole at the origin, and the principal value is defined to be the average of the integrals over a pair of contours following the real line but bypassing the origin on either side. Similarly to the quantum dilogarithm ϕ(z), the function c(z) admits a meromorphic continuation to the entire complex plane with an essential singularity at infinity. It is a simple matter to check that the functions ϕ(z) and c(z) are related by
The latter equality implies the following properties of c(z):
Poles and zeros:
Behavior around poles:
Asymptotic behaviour:
Functional equations:
Complex conjugation: c(z) = c(−z).
Sklyanin measure.
Notation 2.6. Throughout the rest of the paper, we will employ the following vector notations. Boldface letters shall stand for vectors, e.g. x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). Given such a vector x, we denote the sum of its coordinates by
We also make use of the "Russian rebus" convention, and denote the vectors obtained by deleting the first and last coordinates in x by
et cetera. Finally, we set
Definition 2.7. For λ ∈ R n , we define the Sklyanin measure on R n to be
Note that by the inversion formula for the c-function we have 1
The Sklyanin measure m(λ) can therefore be expanded into a linear combination of exponentials in the variables λ. The function m(λ) is manifestly symmetric in the variables λ. In fact, we have Proposition 2.8. The Sklyanin measure m(λ) on R n can be written as the symmetrization
Proof. The Proposition follows from using the Weyl denominator formula to express
Corollary 2.9. The following recursive formula holds
Proof. We use formula (2.9) to write
Now the result follows from the functional equation (2.1).
Quantum cluster mutations
In this section we recall a few basic facts about cluster tori and their quantization following [FG09] . We shall only need the quantum cluster algebras related to quantum groups of type A, and we incorporate this in the definition of a cluster seed. Definition 3.1. A cluster seed is a datum Θ = (Λ, (·, ·), {e i }) where
• Λ is a lattice;
• (·, ·) is a skew-symmetric Z-valued form on Λ;
• {e i | i ∈ I} is a basis of the lattice Λ.
Remark 3.2. The above definition differs from the general one by assuming that there are no frozen variables, and by setting all multipliers d i = 1.
To a seed Θ, we can associate a quiver Q with vertices labelled by the set I and arrows given by the adjacency matrix ε = (ε ij ), such that ε ij = (e i , e j ). It is clear, that the seed can be restored from a quiver. Indeed, a vertex i ∈ I corresponds to the basis vector e i , which gives rise to a lattice as i runs through I, while the adjacency matrix of the quiver defines the form (·, ·).
The pair (Λ, (·, ·)) determines a quantum torus algebra T Λ , which is the free Z[q ±1 ]-module spanned by X λ , λ ∈ Λ, with X 0 = 1 and the multiplication defined by
A basis {e i } of the lattice Λ gives rise to a distinguished system of generators for T Λ , namely the elements X i = X e i . Given the quantum torus algebra T Λ one can consider an associated Heisenberg * -algebra H Λ . It is a topological * -algebra over C generated by elements {x i } satisfying
Then the assignments X j = e 2πbx j and q = e πib 2 define a homomorphism of algebras T Λ ֒→ H Λ . Let Θ be a seed, and k ∈ I a vertex of the corresponding quiver Q. Then one obtains a new seed, µ k (Θ), called the mutation of Θ in direction k, by changing the basis {e i } while the rest of the data remains the same. The new basis {e ′ i } is
where [a] + = max(a, 0). We remark that bases the {e i } and µ 2 k (e i ) do not necessarily coincide, although the seeds Θ and µ 2 k (Θ) are isomorphic. For each mutation µ k we define an algebra automorphism of the skew field Frac(T Λ ):
By abuse of notation we call this automorphism a quantum mutation and denote it by the same symbol µ k . The fact that conjugation by ϕ −1 (−x k ) yields a genuine birational automorphism of T Λ is guaranteed by the integrality of the form (·, ·) and functional equations (2.1). For example, the statement of the Lemma 2.2 is equivalent to
4. Baxter Q-operator and its cluster realization Definition 4.1. For n ≥ 2, we define a quiver Q n with 2n − 1 vertices {v 0 , . . . , v 2n−2 } and the following arrows:
• for all 1 k n − 1 there is a double arrow v 2k ⇒ v 2k−1 ;
• for all 1 k n − 1 there is an arrow v 2k−1 → v 2k−2 ;
• for all 1 k n − 2 there is an arrow v 2k−1 → v 2k+2 ;
• there is an additional arrow v 0 → v 2 . Consider the quiver Q n , see Figure 1 for the n = 4 case, and the corresponding cluster seed together with its Heisenberg * -algebra H n . We will abuse notation once again and denote the generators of the Heisenberg algebra by the same symbols {v 0 , . . . , v 2n−2 } as the vertices of the Coxeter quiver.
For any real number u, the assignment
where j = 1, . . . , n − 1 defines a representation of H n on the Hilbert space of L 2 functions in the variables x 1 , . . . , x n , in which the generators v j of H n act by unbounded self-adjoint operators.
Definition 4.2. We define the Baxter Q-operator Q n (u) to be the operator whose inverse is the composition of consecutive mutations at vertices v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v 2n−2 in the quiver Q n :
Proposition 4.3. We have
where
Proof. The result is immediate from the above definition.
Remark 4.4. Note that the quiver Q ′ n obtained from Q n by applying the sequence of mu-
for all j = 1, . . . , n − 1. The mutated basis is represented as follows: Let us now explain how the commutativity of the Baxter operators Q n (u) and Q n (v) follows from the pentagon identity (2.2) satisfied by the quantum dilogarithm function. First, we introduce an operator
Lemma 4.5. We have
Proof. Both statements of the Lemma are direct consequences of the pentagon identity. For example, the first equality can be obtained as follows: setting
we get
The second relation is proved in a similar fashion.
Lemma 4.6. The Baxter operators form a commutative family: for all u, v we have
Proof. The Lemma is proved by induction over n. The statement is immediate for n = 1, and the inductive step follows from Lemma 4.5. Indeed, we have
The latter equality shows that the left hand side is symmetric in u and v and hence
Remark 4.7. Recently, several papers were devoted to the study of q-Toda systems and their spectral problems. In [GT18] the generalized quantum difference Toda lattices were considered, while in [BKP18a, BKP18b] the spectral problem for the periodic q-Toda system was investigated from the point of view of the quantum inverse scattering method. It would be interesting to give a cluster interpretation of these results.
Schwartz space and integral operators
5.1. Schwartz space. Consider the space F consisting of entire functions f such that
The space F is dense in L 2 (R), as can be seen from that fact that it contains the subspace
In the sequel, we shall also consider the higher-dimensional analogs F n := n k=1 F of these spaces of test functions. Let us also recall an important analytic construction from [Gon05, FG09] . Consider the algebra L n consisting of universally Laurent elements in the quantum torus algebra T Λ : that is, elements A ∈ T Λ such that for any sequence of mutations
The Schwartz space S is the common domain of definition of the operators from L n . It has a topology given by the family of semi-norms Af L 2 where A runs over a basis in L n .
Analytic continuation and integral operators.
Let us now consider the unitary operator ϕ(p + u) on L 2 (R). It can be written as an explicit integral operator on the space of test functions F with the help of formula (2.3) for the Fourier transform of the quantum dilogarithm. Indeed, we have
Shifting the integration variable t → t − x, we obtain
Remark 5.2. This latter formula allows us to define the action of ϕ(p + u) on a test function when the parameter u is no longer constrained to lie on the real line. In the sequel, all operators of the form ϕ(a + u) where a is self-adjoint and u / ∈ R are to be understood in this sense as operators on the appropriate space of test functions.
Proof. Applying the Fourier transform (2.3) twice we get
Now we change variables, setting y k = x k + t + s to obtain
Changing the sign of the integration variable t and applying the inversion formula for the quantum dilogarithm, we have
Finally, using formula (2.6) to take the integral over t we obtain
Corollary 5.4. The Baxter operator acts on F n by the following integral kernel:
where we set x ∈ R n and y ∈ C n . Note that in agreement with Notation 2.4 the contour of integration can be chosen to be (R + i0) n .
Proof. The statement follows from consecutive application of Lemma 5.3 and the following formula
whose proof is analogous to that of Lemma 5.3
Corollary 5.5. The inverse of the Baxter operator acts on F n by
5.3. Operator identities. We conclude this section with a pair of operator identities that prove useful in the sequel.
Proof. We shall only prove the first equality, the proof of the second one being completely analogous. First, note that the Fourier transform (2.3) yields
Now, we can rewrite the right hand side as
where we use that f (x) is annihilated by p n+1 . Changing the sign of the integration variable, using the inversion formula for the quantum dilogarithm, and the Fourier transform (2.4), we now see that the right hand side takes form
The latter equality follows from relation (2.4).
The proof consists of applying Proposition 5.6 twice.
Quantum Toda Hamiltonians
We now explain how the Hamiltonians of the q-deformed open Toda system can be recovered from the Baxter operator. To this end, we consider the operator defined on the space of test functions F n by
Proposition 6.1. We have
Proof. Using the functional equation (2.1) along with the equality
The result then follows from the definition (6.1), expanding
and using equalities (6.2) and (6.3).
Definition 6.2. By Proposition 6.1 we can expand
We define the k-th q-deformed gl n open Toda Hamiltonian to be the operator H 
From Corollary 6.4, we find the first gl 2 Toda Hamiltonian to be H
1 = e 2πbp 1 + e 2πbp 2 + e 2πb(p 2 +x 2 −x 1 ) .
The b -Whittaker functions
In this section we use the Baxter operators to define the b -Whittaker functions by means of a Givental-type integral formula, and establish some of their basic properties. In the case of undeformed Whittaker functions, a similar approach has been taken in [GKLO08] . We also explain the relation of our Givental formula to the Mellin-Barnes integral representation of the b -Whittaker functions that was first discovered in [KLS02] .
1) where Q n (u) is the gl n Baxter Q-operator, and
If f : C n → C is a function of x ∈ C n , then applying the operator Q (n+1) n (u) to f produces a new functionf = Q (n+1) n (u)f that now depends on variables (x, x n+1 ). Throughout the text, we conventionally suppress the dependence of the operator Q (n+1) n (u) on the added variable x n+1 .
Corollary 7.1. The action of the operator Q n+1 n (u) on a test function f ∈ F n is given by
where x ∈ R n+1 and y ∈ C n .
Proof. Follows from Corollary 5.4.
We now use the operators Q n+1 n (u) to give a recursive definition of the b -Whittaker functions.
Definition 7.2. We define the b -Whittaker function for gl 1 with spectral variable λ to be
The b -Whittaker function for gl n with spectral variables (λ, λ n+1 ) is then defined inductively to be Ψ
λ (x). Combining Definition 7.2 with the explicit form of the kernel for Q n+1 n (u) given in Corollary 7.1, we obtain the following explicit integral formula for the b -Whittaker functions.
Proposition 7.3. The b -Whittaker function for gl n can be written as follows:
2) where t j = (t j,1 , . . . , t j,j ) and
This formula is a modular b -analog of Givental's formula for the undeformed gl n Whittaker functions as an integral over triangular arrays, see [Giv97] , [GKLO01] . It can be established by an inductive argument that the integral in (7.2) is correctly defined and converges absolutely for real λ, x. Let us treat the base case n = 2 first. For any 0 < ε < ℑ(c b ), we can write
Absolute convergence of the latter integral follows easily from the asymptotic behavior of the function ϕ(z). Indeed, as t → +∞ the absolute value of the integrand behaves as 1
Similarly, as t → −∞, we get 1
Both of the above expressions are of exponential decay for any 0 < ε < ℑ(c b ), and hence the integral converges absolutely. The inductive argument now proceeds as follows. Having defined b -Whittaker functions of rank n, we establish their orthogonality and completeness (Section 10) and thereby derive for them a Mellin-Barnes representation (7.4). This Mellin-Barnes formula is particularly well-suited to estimating the coordinate asymptotics of the b -Whittaker functions, see Proposition 7.8. With these asymptotics in hand, absolute convergence of the higher rank integrals is then easily established as in the rank 2 case.
7.2. Symmetry in spectral variables. Although not immediately obvious from the integral representation (7.2), the b -Whittaker function Ψ (n) λ (x) is a symmetric function of its spectral variables λ 1 , . . . , λ n .
Lemma 7.4. We have
Proof. Using Lemma 5.3, we express
dy.
Shifting the integration variable y → y + x n we get
We now use Formula (2.4) to derive
and Formula (2.3) to take an integral over y. This way we obtain
Collecting everything together, and shifting the integration variable t → t + v, we see that the left hand side in the statement of the Lemma equals
Now, the result follows from the symmetry of the latter expression in variables u and v.
is a symmetric function in λ. Proof. It suffices to check invariance under the simple reflections (λ k , λ k+1 ) → (λ k+1 , λ k ). This invariance amounts to establishing the identity
3)
where we understand Q 1 0 (u) = e 2πi(c b −u)x 1 . To this end, note that for n ≥ 2 we have
Applying Lemmas 4.6 and 7.4 we see that
Since the last two lines can be obtained from one another by exchanging u and v, we see that identity (7.3) holds. By a similar but simpler calculation, one verifies
The orthogonality relation for the b -Whittaker functions of rank n in Theorem 10.8 allows us to write
By Definition 7.2 we have
Using Proposition 8.3 we see that the latter integral is equal to the product
where C n is the integral defined in (9.2). Finally, applying Theorem 9.6, we arrive at the equality
Thus, if we define the Mellin-Barnes normalization of the b -Whittaker function to be
, then the following recursive formula holds:
We refer to formula (7.4) as the Mellin-Barnes formula for the b -Whittaker functions. It expresses the b -Whittaker function for gl n+1 as the result of applying an integral operator acting on the spectral variables of the b -Whittaker function for gl n .
Remark 7.6. The Mellin-Barnes formula for the b -Whittaker functions was first derived in [KLS02, Theorem 3.1]. We caution the reader that in loc. cit. the recursion is performed with respect to the last n coordinate variables (x 2 , . . . , x n+1 ), rather than over the first n as we do in (7.4).
7.4. Analytic properties of the b -Whittaker functions. Here we collect some basic analytic properties of the b -Whittaker functions.
Proposition 7.7. The b -Whittaker function Ψ (n)
λ (x) can be analytically continued to an entire function of λ. As a function of x it can be analytically continued to a meromorphic function, such that the product
Proof. The analytic continuation in x is easily established by deformation of the contours in the Givental formula (7.2) in accordance with Convention 5.2. The continuation in λ is constructed similarly with the help of the Mellin-Barnes formula (7.4).
The following lemma describes bounds on the asymptotic behavior of the b -Whittaker functions with respect to coordinate and spectral variables.
Proposition 7.8. The b -Whittaker functions have the following asymptotic properties:
(1) As a function of λ, Ψ (n) λ (x) is rapidly decaying along any direction such that for some j = k we have λ j − λ k → ∞. In the regime λ j = λ + a j , where a j is constant for all j = 1, . . . , n and λ → ∞, we have Ψ (n) λ (x) = C(x, a)e 2πiλx where C(x, a) is independent of λ, and a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ). 
. . x n . Its asymptotic behavior in the latter chamber is given by
where S n is the permutation group on n elements.
Proof. First we establish the asymptotics in λ with the help of the Givental formula (7.2). To illustrate the argument, recall that in the gl 2 case we have
dt, (7.6) where 0 < ε < ℑ(c b ). As explained in Section 7.1, the integral in the latter expression converges absolutely. Therefore, for any 0 < ε <
where F (x 1 , x 2 ) is independent of λ, which establishes the rapid decay if |λ 1 − λ 2 | → ∞. And in the limit λ 1 = λ 2 + c for constant c, the only λ-dependence in formula (7.6) arises from the factor e 2πiλ 2 x . The case of b -Whittaker functions of higher rank is treated similarly, using the formula (7.2). The coordinate asymptotics described in part (2) of the Proposition are similarly determined with the help of the Mellin-Barnes formula (7.4). The proof of the asymptotics outside the chamber x 1 x 2 . . . x n is identical to that of point (1), shifting the integration contours downwards in the Mellin-Barnes formula (7.4) for the b -Whittaker function. The asymptotics inside the positive chamber follows from Cauchy's theorem: shifting the contour of integration in (7.4) upwards to cross the poles of the integrand on the real axis, we can express the b -Whittaker function as the sum of residues in the expression (7.5) along with the contribution from the integral along the shifted contour, the latter being rapidly decaying by the usual argument. The Proposition is proved.
Remark 7.9. It follows from Proposition 7.8 that the b -Whittaker function Ψ (n) λ (x) defines a tempered distribution on the (classical) Schwartz space of functions in x 1 , . . . , x n .
b -Whittaker functions as eigenvectors
We now show that the b -Whittaker functions are distributional eigenvectors of the Baxter operator, Toda Hamiltonians, and Dehn twist operators. Lemma 8.1. We have
Proof. All statements are proven by direct computations using the pentagon equation and Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 8.2. Let f (x) be a function annihilated by p n+1 . Then the following equality holds
Proof. First, using Lemmas 4.6 and 4.5 we arrive at
Then, by Lemma 8.1 and condition p n+1 f (x) = 0 we get
Finally, apply Corollary 5.7 and Lemma 8.1 once again we obtain 
Using the functional equation (2.1) for ϕ(z), we deduce 
where e k (λ) is the k-th elementary symmetric function in variables e 2πbλ j for j = 1, . . . , n.
Dehn twist eigenvectors.
We now recall the form of the operator representing the Dehn twist for an annulus in quantum higher Teichmüller theory. More presicely, in the setup of [SS17] , one can consider the cluster mapping class group element corresponding to the Dehn twist for the annulus with 1 marked point on each of its boundary components. This Dehn twist can be expressed in the coordinate chart Σ cox n defined in op. cit. as follows. Definition 8.5. We define the gl 1 Dehn twist operator to be
We now introduce a new operator
−πip 2 n and define higher rank Dehn twist operators inductively:
Lemma 8.6. The Dehn twist operator can be expressed as follows:
Proof. The statement readily follows from the above definition and Lemma 2.2.
Remark 8.7. One can also see with the help of Lemma 2.2, that in terms of the quiver Q n introduced in Definition 4.1, the Dehn twist operator D (n) corresponds to the composite of the mutations at each of the (n − 1) odd-numbered vertices v 1 , v 3 , . . . , v 2n−3 , followed by the monomial automorphism e −πi j p 2 j .
Lemma 8.8. We have
Proof. The statement follows from the pentagon relation.
Lemma 8.9. We have
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on n. The base case is trivial, indeed
As for the step, using the inductive definition of the Dehn twist operator, and commuting e −πip 2 n+1 through Q n (u), we get
Then, applying Lemma 8.8 and the equality
we obtain
Finally, using the induction hypothesis to commute D (n) past Q n (u), together with the pentagon identity (2.2) and Lemma 2.2 to commute D (n) past the next two dilogarithms, we obtain the statement of the Lemma.
Lemma 8.10. Let f (x) be a function annihilated by the operator p n+1 . Then the following equality holds:
Proof. We start by applying Lemmas 8.8 and 8.9 to write
We now commute e −πip 2 n+1 past P n+1 (u) and use the fact that the function f is annihilated by p n+1 to derive
In turn, Proposition 5.6 guarantees that
Combining everything together and using Lemma 2.2 once again, we see that
which concludes the proof.
is an eigenvector of the Dehn twist operator D (n) with eigenvalue given by
λ (x). Proof. The statement follows from the repeated application of Lemma 8.10
Integral identities for the b -Whittaker functions
In this section we study integrals of the form
where f is a meromorphic function of a single variable. Our two main cases of interest are when f (x n ) = e 2πizxn or f (x n ) = ϕ(u − x n ) −1 , which we treat in Sections 9.2 and 9.3 respectively. The evaluation of the former integral is the main step in the proof of orthogonality of b -Whittaker functions. The latter integral is perhaps even more interesting: it can be regarded as a modular b -analog of the Cauchy-Littlewood identity. More specifically, it is a b -deformation of the Whittaker analog [COSZ14, (3.21)] of the Cauchy-Littlewood formula for Schur functions, which was first proved by Stade in [Sta02] , see also [Lam13] . The identity in [Sta02, COSZ14] involves Γ-functions in place of c-functions, and ordinary undeformed Whittaker functions instead of their modular b -deformed counterparts.
Notation 9.1. In the sequel we shall use the notation
9.1. Matrix coefficients. In what follows it will be helpful to consider operators
is the Dehn twist operator, we have
Proof. By the pengaton identity, we have
Therefore we can write
Commuting the second factor in the above expression all the way to the right we obtain
Lemma 9.3. We have
Proof. First, we use formula (7.1) and Lemma 4.6 to write
The rest of the proof follows from equality
which is a direct consequence of the pentagon equation (2.2).
Lemma 9.4. Let us set
where f is a meromorphic function of a single variable and λ, µ ∈ C n . Then the following integral identity holds:
Proof. Making use of Definition 7.2, we can express the product
in the form
Applying Lemma 9.3 and Corollary 8.3, we get
The unitarity of the Dehn twist operator D (n−1) allows us to replace both operators Y n−1 by the composites D (n−1) Y n−1 . The result then follows from Lemma 9.2 and Proposition 8.11.
In what follows, it will be convenient to express the prefactor B n−1 (λ, µ) in terms of the cfunction. Recalling the relation between the c(z) and ϕ(z) from Section 2.3, a straightforward calculation shows that
9.2. The orthogonality integral. Here we evaluate the following integral, which constitutes the main step in the proof of orthogonality relation for the b -Whittaker functions:
Proposition 9.5. We have
Proof. We first observe that in the case n = 1, the assertion of the Proposition reduces to the identity
In the general case, we use Lemma 9.4 to get
Applying the pentagon identity (2.5) to take the integral over x n and rewriting the result in terms of c-functions, we find that
Combining the above expression with the formula (9.1) and continuing by induction, we obtain the desired statement.
9.3. The Cauchy-Littlewood identity. Let us consider an integral of the form
Proposition 9.6. The following modular b -analog of the Cauchy-Littlewood identity holds:
Proof. First, let us treat the n = 1 case. Shifting the contour of integration, we obtain
Now, using the Fourier transform formula (2.3), we get
In order to treat the general case, let us introduce the following shorthands:
Then by Lemma 9.4, we have
Invoking Proposition 5.6, we can rewrite this quantity as
Now, using the fact that
along with the pentagon identity in the form
and the fact that Ψ (n−1) µ (x ′ ) is independent of x n , we find that
At this point the integral over x n can be taken, to yield
Using formula (9.1) and continuing by induction, we arrive at the desired statement.
10. Unitarity of the Whittaker transform.
In this section we present the proof of Theorem 1.1. The overall structure of the argument is modeled on the one used in [Kas01] , [FT15] to establish the result in the gl 2 case. We begin by outlining the logic of the proof of the assertion (1). As the first step, we prove Theorem 10.2 which implies that W maps the dense domain F n isometrically into L 2 sym (R n , m(λ)dλ), and thus admits an isometric extension to L 2 (R n ), thereby proving the completeness relation W * W = Id. To finish the proof we must show that the image of L 2 (R n ) under W coincides with L 2 sym (R n , m(λ)dλ), which we show by proving the orthogonality relation WW * = Id. We establish this relation in Theorem 10.8, thereby completing the proof of part (1) of Theorem 1.1.
For part (2), Proposition 8.4 implies that W satisfies the claimed intertwining relation on the space of test functions of the form
The result now follows in the standard way, see for example the proof of Theorem 2.6 in [Gon05] , from the density of this subspace in the Fock-Goncharov Schwartz space, which in turn is a consequence of Theorem 2.3 in op. cit.
Remark 10.1. In the non q-deformed case, the analog of Theorem 1.1 is due to SemenovTian-Shansky [Sem94] , and has been subsequently re-proved by Kozlowski [Koz15] in the framework of the quantum inverse scattering method.
10.1. Completeness relation for b -Whittaker functions. The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 10.2. For all test functions f ∈ F n , we have
The proof of Theorem 10.2 is based on an induction over the rank n. We shall break the proof of the induction step into several Lemmas.
Lemma 10.3. For all test functions f ∈ F n+1 , we have
(10.1)
Proof. The Lemma is proved by induction on the rank n. More specifically, in view of the rapid decay of W[f ] we can use the Fubini theorem to split the integral over λ into that over λ ′ followed by the one over λ n+1 . By Definition 7.2 and Proposition 8.3 we have
Using integral kernels from Corollaries 5.5 and 7.1, we see that the right hand side of the above equality takes form
, and
for u = ∆ b − λ n+1 . Now, recalling Corollary 2.9, using the induction hypothesis
and the Fourier inversion formula we obtain the assertion of the Lemma.
Thus the problem is reduced to understanding the distribution defined by the kernel I (n) (x, y). Indeed, to finish the proof of Theorem 10.2, it will suffice to prove Proposition 10.4. For all test functions f ∈ F n+1 , we have
Proof. Let is introduce a parameter ǫ > 0, and consider the regularized kernel
By the dominated convergence theorem and the rapid decay of f (x), it suffices to show that
ǫ (x, y)dx in order to prove the Proposition 10.4. In what follows it will prove useful to consider integralŝ
For sufficiently small ǫ > 0, each of these integrals is absolutely convergent and the integration contour R separates the upwards and downwards sequences of poles of each integrand. 
and
e −2πbs ds.
Lemma 10.5. We haveÎ
Proof. The functional equation (2.1) imply that
Using the equality
and noting that
we arrive atĴ
As a consequence, we have Lemma 10.6. The kernel I (n)
ǫ (x, y) can be written as
Proof. We can use the distributional identities in Lemma 2.5 to take consecutive integrals over z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n in the formula (10.1). The result is expressed in terms of the integrals I k ,Î k , J k , andĴ k , and with the help of the equality (10.2) can be brought to the desired form.
The integrands of I k and J k have poles that approach the integration contour R as ǫ → 0. However, as explained in [DF14] in the rank 1 case, we can use the pentagon identity to rewrite these integrals in a form that will enable us to pass to the limit ǫ → 0.
Lemma 10.7. For 0 < δ < 2ǫ, consider the integral
(10.4) Then we have I
.
Proof. For any δ satisfying 0 < δ < 2ǫ, we may use the pentagon identity to write
where the integral converges absolutely and the contour separates the pole sequences of the integrand. Inserting this into the definitions of I k and J k , and applying the pentagon identity again to integrate over s, we arrive at
where both integrals converge absolutely and the contours are pole-separating. Plugging the above expressions into the equality (10.3) we obtain
By the functional equation (2.1), for 0 ≤ k ≤ n we have
and therefore the prefactor M n takes form
In particular, under the balancing condition x = y, we obtain
, and the Lemma is proved.
We now need to understand the behavior of the integrals L k as ǫ → 0. Note that the integrand of L k has a pair of poles at z = iδ and z = x k+1 − y k+1 − 2iǫ + iδ, which approach the real line respectively from above and below as ǫ → 0. Let us deform the contour of integration over z to a contour C + obtained by deforming the contour R upward to cross the pole z = iδ and no others. In this way, we arrive at
where L + k coincides with (10.4) except that the integral is now taken over the contour C + , and the contribution R k is the residue of L k at z = iδ multiplied by a factor of 2πi. Recalling that ζϕ(−∆ b ) = ib, we obtain
Note that the integrand in L + k now does not have poles approaching the integration contour C + as ǫ → 0. Rewriting each of the factors L k in the form (10.5), we obtain
where we employ Notation 2.6. We now observe that unless S is empty, the corresponding summand in (10.6) vanishes in the limit ǫ → 0. Indeed, if j ∈ S, then we can deform the contours of integration for all x k+1 with k ∈ [1, n] \ S downward by a finite distance in the vicinity of x k+1 = y k+1 to avoid the poles at x k+1 = y k+1 + 2iǫ coming from the factors R k , while shifting the contour for x j+1 upward in order to avoid the pole at y − ′ x = y 1 + 2iǫ potentially coming from the factor M n . Since the integrals (10.6) obtained after such a deformation converge absolutely for all small ǫ > 0 while having a prefactor 1 − e −4πb(n+1)iǫ , the corresponding contribution thus vanishes as ǫ → 0.
We therefore see that the only nonzero contribution in (10.6) comes from the summand in which S is the empty set. The latter contribution is given by
If we shift the contour of integration over x n+1 upward by a small finite amount in the vicinity of the point x n+1 = y n+1 , thus crossing the pole x n+1 = y n+1 + 2iǫ and no others, we again obtain an integral that converges absolutely for all small ǫ > 0 and thus vanishes in the limit, plus a contribution
that comes from the corresponding residue. Deforming the rest of the contours in this fashion, we see that the only non-zero contribution to the limit of C ǫ [f ] as ǫ → is given by
and hence
This completes the proof of Proposition 10.4, and therefore that of Theorem 10.2.
10.2. The orthogonality relation for the b -Whittaker functions. In this section we shall complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by establishing
Theorem 10.8. For all test functions f ∈ F n , we have
Proof. For small ǫ > 0, let us write
and consider the integral
By the dominated convergence theorem and the rapid decay of W * [f ] it follows that the left hand side of (10.7) is recovered as lim ǫ→0 O ǫ [f ]. Moreover, in view of the rapid decay in x of the regularized Whittaker function e n(n+1)ǫπxn Ψ (n) µ ǫ (x), the Fubini theorem can be applied to switch the order of integration in (10.7), and the integral over x can be taken with the help of Theorem 9.5. Recalling the expression (2.8) for the measure m(λ) in terms of the c-function, we rewrite the result as
. Recall that the function c(x) has a simple pole at x = 0 with residue −1. Thus, arguing in a similar fashion to the proof of Proposition 10.4 and deforming the contour of integration downwards to cross the simple poles of the integrand in (10.8), we see that the only contribution as ǫ → 0 are given by the residues of the poles approaching real line. This contribution constitutes the right hand side of (10.7).
Hypergeometric integral evaluations and b -Whittaker functions
In this section we explain how certain hyperbolic hypergeometric integral evaluations can be derived naturally from the properties of the b -Whittaker functions.
Consider an integral R(α, β, u, v) = ψ In this case, the argument used to prove Proposition 9.5 can be used to express the integral (11.3) as R(α, β, 0, 0) = B n (α, β)e Proof. The strategy is to calculate e 2πiβv R(α, β, 0, v)dv in two different ways. On the one hand, the formula (11.2) leads us directly to the integral on the left hand side of (11.4). Alternatively, we can use the expression (11.3) for R(α, β, 0, v).
Note that e 2πiβv R(α, β, 0, v)dv = e is given by the scalar product
,
Using the pentagon identity in the integral form
and pulling e 2πitpn all the way to the right, we can rewrite the above scalar product as ζϕ(−u − c b ) ϕ(t + c b )ϕ(v − x n − α n+1 + c b )e πit 2 e 2πit(xn−u−v−c b ) ϕ(t − u − c b )ϕ(u + v − x n − t − β n+1 − c b ) I n (α ′ , β ′ ; t, x n )dtdx n , which gives us a recurrence relation for the integral (11.6). Continuing by induction, we get I n+1 (α, β; u, v) = ζ n S n (α, β) ϕ(t 1 + c b ) ϕ(t n+1 + c b ) n+1 j=1 e 2πix j (α j −β j +t j −t j−1 ) e
where we set t 0 = 0, t n+1 = u, x n+1 = v, (11.7) and S n (α, β) = n j=1 B j (α 1 , . . . , α j+1 , β 1 , . . . , β j+1 ).
The next step of the calculation is to use the pentagon identity again to successively take the integrals over x 1 , x 2 , . . . x n . After doing so we obtain an expression S n (α, β) j<k e 2πiα k (β j −α j ) e 2πix n+1 (α−β) e 2πiα n+1 t n+1
where we once again use the conventions (11.7). The balancing condition (11.5) ensures the cancellation of the first two dilogarithms in the right hand side of the latter equality. Now, we finally impose the condition u = −v, and use the pentagon identity to successively integrate over v, t n , t n−1 , . . . , t 1 . In this way we arrive at the formula
Rewriting the latter expresssion in terms of c-functions and recalling the balancing condition (11.5), we obtain the desired formula (11.4). In addition to the evaluation of R 0 n , Rains also derived certain (A n , A m ) transformation identities relating R m n and R n m , under an appropriate balancing condition. Since the integral R m n can be obtained from (11.1) by applying λ (x), it is natural to expect that the (A n , A m ) transformations can be given a representation-theoretic proof using the b -Whittaker functions. We save the details for a future work.
